With the rapid expansion of the internet and the increasing demand on Web servers, many techniques were developed to overcome the servers' hardware performance limitation. Mirrored Web Servers is one of the techniques used where a number of servers carrying the same "mirrored" set of services are deployed. Client access requests are then distributed over the set of mirrored servers to even up the load. In this paper we present a generic reference software architecture for load balancing over mirrored web servers. The architecture was designed adopting the latest NaSr architectural style [1] and described using the ADLARS [2] architecture description language. With minimal effort, different tailored product architectures can be generated from the reference architecture to serve dif f erent network protocols and server operating systems. An example product system is described and a sample Java implementation is presented.
Introduction
Along with the rapid expansion of the internet, the information delivery system using the World Wide Web (hereinafter the Web) has also expanded putting high demand on Web servers. As hardware upgrade has the physical technological limitations, different alternative techniques were considered to enhance web servers' performance.
Mirrored Web Servers is a widely used technology with web services that experience high volume client requests. With mirrored web servers, different machines, with possibly different speeds and memory resources, can be deployed instead of a single server where all carry the same set of services. The mirrored servers can be distributed geographically or situated on the same network. Client access requests are then distributed over the set of clusters to even up the load.
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In this paper, we design a generic reference architecture for load balancing over mirrored web servers situated in the same LAN with centralized access via an access serve. We then show an example system tailored for a given specific network and server configuration along with the Java implementation.
Section 2 takes us through the different steps leading to the design of the reference architecture of the load balancer. Section 3 gives an example system generated from the reference architecture designed in 2 and the corresponding Java implementation. Conclusion and future work are finally highlighted in section 4.
Designing the reference architecture
The reference architecture is designed adopting the NaSr [1] architectural style (Network Architectural Style for Real-time systems) and described using ADLARS 1 [2] , an Architecture Description Language for Real-time Software families.
ADLARS is an architecture description language developed within our research group targeting real-time software product families. NaSr is a network architectural style that was also developed within our research group targeting real-time heterogeneous and distributed systems. Having multi-server environment with heterogeneous operating systems makes from NaSr the perfect style to be used. Dealing with the system as a family of architectures where each architecture is a specific instantiation of the reference architecture for a specific network/server configuration makes from ADLARS a good architecture description language.
The design stage of any software system starts by capturing the stakeholders/system requirements. There are two main techniques for capturing requirements: Requirements Engineering [7] and Feature Modeling [9] [10] . Requirements engineering is usually adopted by the software engineering research society and the Feature Modeling technique is usually adopted by the Product Line Engineering research society. As our domain of interest is a family of applications rather than a single system, and as we are using ADLARS, which is designed for software product families, we followed the Feature Modeling technique for capturing the system requirements.
The second step after feature modeling is designing the system structure and components. For the structure, we adopted the NaSr style due to the similarity of the solutions provided by this architectural style and our domain of concern (concurrent, real-time, heterogeneous). The design of the system components (and sub-components) is carried out over three phases. The overall process is summarized below and details are given in the following two sections (2.1, 2.2).
Step 1 (feature modeling):
Phase 0: Designing the feature model of the system.
Step 2 (system design): Phase 1: Designing the ADLARS Tasks and the Event Categories (system events). This is a recursive procedure that would require changes to the feature model and the Tasks recursively. Different small testing scenarios might be used to increase confidence in the basic correctness of the task in development. Phase 2: Designing the Components. This is a recursive procedure that might require changes to the existing Tasks or feature model (e.g. if you find that two different Components that you put in the same Task require two separate threads of execution, this would require a restructuring of the design). This may also require changes to the above layers. Phase 3: Designing the Sub-Components (if needed). This as well might impose changes to the above layers (Components, Tasks and Feature model).
Feature modeling
In phase 0 we use a feature modeling strategy which is similar to FORM [10] an extension to FODA (Feature Oriented Domain Analysis) [9] to capture the system requirements.
In the feature model tree of our system (not shown due to space limitation) shows that the load balancer should be capable of reading system/server status (info about memory, CPU, TCP connections, etc.) and reporting this information, every fixed time interval or on status change, to the access server that keeps a record of each mirror available. The access server should be capable of computing a load index out of the status information received from each mirror and sort the list of mirrors in a descending order of efficiency, where the most efficient mirror would be at the top of the list ready for handling the next client request.
System design
After going recursively through phases 1, 2 and 3, the final architecture of the load balancer consisted of four components (or Tasks as called in ADLARS) in addition to the two default components, the Connection Manager CM and the Service Translation Center STC. The components are as follows (Figure 1): -webServerMirror: reads the status of the mirrored server it is running on (CPU utilization, memory usage, etc.) and reports it to the access server. -newMirrorlnit: listens to any newly added mirror to the system and creates a new webServerListener to handle its communication. -webServerListener: listens to the status report sent from a specific webServerMirror it is assigned to and updates the sortedMirrorList with the latest information. -sortedMirrorList: contains a list of all available mirrors sorted with the most efficient server first. To better understand the design, let us look at the different possible scenarios: -New mirror added: when a new mirror is added to the network -Normal operation: when the available mirrors update the access server with their status -Mirror down: when a mirror becomes unavailable and should receive no more requests (due to overload for example). -Mirror recovery: when a mirror that was down for some reason (overload, power fault, system restart, etc.) is back and operational.
In the first scenario, New mirror added, the newly added mirror (represented by webServerMirrorl lets say, which is an instance of webServerMirror) sends an initialization message carrying its machine specifications (CPU speed, memory size, etc.) to the newMirrorlnit component. The newMirrorlnit component creates a new instance of the webServerListener component, webServerListener1 for example, to handle the communication of webServerMirror 1. It also forwards the initialization message of webServerMirror1 to webServerListener1 and modifies the STC to forward all incoming messages from webServerMirror1 to webServerListener 1. webServerListener 1 would then create a record for webServerMirror l in the sortedMirrorList component with a load index computed from the information given In the initialization message and according to a given rule (depending on the rule chosen in the specific product architecture, see next section for an example).
In the second scenario, Normal operation, a webServerMirror should update its corresponding webServerListener with its status every fixed interval of time or upon request (depending on the protocol used in the specific product architecture deployed). When the status message is received, a load index is recomputed for that specific mirror, and the sortedMirrorList resorts its list with the new value. If a status update message is not received within a time-out interval, the mirror is considered down.
In the third scenario, Mirror down, a mirror is considered down by setting the appropriate tag in the sortedMirrorList so that it is not included within the sorted list of mirrors, and as a result, no further requests can be forwarded to it.
Finally, in the Mirror recovery scenario, a mirror that is tagged as down, would recover from whatever reason prevented it from sending its status update message (overload, power failure, etc.) by sending its status message. From the new status message, the corresponding sortedMirrorList would re-compute the mirror load index, unset it's down tag in the sortedMirrorList and re-sort the list of mirrors including the recovered mirror so that it can start receiving client requests again according to its position in the list.
The following section presents an example system along with its Java implementation.
3.
An example architecture and implementation
In this section, we present an example system we generated from the reference architecture described above.
The system was developed to work over Windows NT® and Solaris® mirrored servers connected over a TCP/IP local network.
The formula used to evaluate the load index over a given mirror is shown in the equation below which was taken from [11] . From these requirements specification, we arrived to the following five Java classes divided into two applications:
mirrorThreadjava, that runs on the different mirrored servers and: mirrorClassjava, arrayListjava, m irrorln it java , and mirrorListenerjava which run over the access server.
mirrorThreajava is the program (has the main function) that runs over the mirrored servers. It reads the system information by executing the appropriate command (see feature model for details) via the java command Sys tem. execu te ( "" ); and then sends this information to the mirrorListenerjava class running on the access server via a UDP packet. mirrorlnitjava, is the program (contains the main function) that runs over the access server. When started, it creates and runs a thread of arrayListjava and listens on a known (to the mirrors) UDP port number for newly added mirrors. The arrayListjava (extends Thread) contains an array of mirrors each of which is an instance of mirrorClassjava class that contains all the details about a specific mirror. It also includes a synchronized function that can be executed by mirrorListener.java to update the list of mirrors upon the receipt of new status reports.
When an initialization message is sent by an instance of mirrorThread.java, mirrorlnit.java creates a new instance of mirrorListener .java (extends Thread) and assigns it the communication with the initializing mirrorThread.java instance.
Conclusion
In this research we were concerned with the study and application of our latest Software Engineering and Architecture techniques [13] [14] in designing and implementing software solutions for real-life systems [12] . We presented a reference software architecture for load balancing over mirrored web servers. The generic architecture produced served as a case study in using the NaSr architectural style [1] . It also helped us refining the style.
The development of reference architectures is not a new idea and is used in Software Product Line Engineering where Software artifacts are created for product families rather than a specific system increasing reuse and decreasing the production cost and marketing time.
The architecture we designed can be used for quickly developing load balancing systems. By specifying desired features in the reference architecture, the tailored product architecture can be automatically generated using the proper tool. This is one of the main advantages of using our architecture description language ADLARS [2] . An example product system that was generated from the reference architecture was also presented with a minimal level of details due to the space limitation.
